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"The root of all superstition is that men observe when a thing hits, but not when it misses.'
Francis Bacon, Sr.

College discusses budg
After Sell's presentation,
Babbitt and Myo Lwin
directed prepared questions
to the panel on topics such as
how
much savings the
changes would provide. Sell
discussed changes to financial aid; such as the new loan
fund for tuition assistance.
The emergency aid fund
would provide loans to students, of which half convert

Alexandra DeGrandchamp
Voice Staff
Campus Council

sponsored a campuforum on the 2009-201- 0
College of Wooster budget and contingency plan last Thursday at 8 p.m.
in Lowry Pit.
The forum, which was
by students, faculty, and staff, was led
by Dean of Students Kurt Holmes
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Iain Crawford, Interim Vice President
for Finance and Business John Sell and
Associate Vice President for Research
Assessment and Planning
Ellen
Falduto.
Aung Maw Myo Lwin '10
and Eric Babbitt '10 moderated the
discussion.
The evening began with an introduction to the contingency plan. Sell
estimated that the College would fall
short next year by approximately $1.8
million due to these recent events, and
stated that because the Board of
Trustees requires the College have a
balanced budget at the end of each fiscal year, cuts had to be made to the
2009-201- 0
budget. The presentation
focused on how the College's revenue
is divided and how the economic downfall has affected various aspects of the
College's revenue.
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standing.
Holmes then addressed the
structured room plan, in
which, according to him, the
price of a single room would
increase, while triples and
quads would become less
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aid
is also
Financial
expected to apply to the
for singles.
Holmes
responded to a number of
student questions about the
housing changes, many of
which questioned whether
residence halls of singles,
such as Armington and Above,
Stevenson Halls, would fill
completely due to this change. "We
"We've been (mite proactive," said
don't expect wholesale differences in
Sell, illustrating that the contingency
how students choose housing options,"
he said, and asserted the small houses
pla attempts to tackle future financial
situations the College may experience. on the periphery of campus "have
The plan, which Sell asserts was "guidopened up opportunities" for alternaed by Wooster's
core values and tive housing spaces.
The forum was then opened up to
educational value," avoided objectives
"that would lose more revenue through
students in attendance. Students prostudent attrition in the long run than vided their own ideas of how to save
will be saved in costs in the short run."
money in a respectful, but critical tone.
The plan also sought to pursue initiaThe panel relied heavily on staff memtives that "can be reversed over interbers and student body representatives
ventions that would be permanent."
among the attendees to field questions,
such as Director of the Physical Plant
Plans include the closing of Kittredge
Dining Hall and not replacing all staff Peter Schantz and Director of
I lospitality Services Chuck Wagers.
on leave.
'
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;

lawmakers work on the national stimulus plans as the College develops its own (Photo by AP)

.

Questions included the future of the
campus center, the economic efficiency
of keeping McGaw Chapel operating
and the heating and cooling of resi-

Student Government Association and rarely "democratic," and that the
Campus Council meetings, published
College was facing relatively few
budget and contingency plan data changes in comparison with neighboronline and a potential Wiki page of ing schools.
dence halls.
budget data.
The forum was well received by
Students also questioned how effecAt the conclusion of the student-le- d
some. Emily Sacher '10 said she was
tive the lines of communication were
discussion,
President
Comwell
"glad to see people expressing their
between the staff making financial
addressed those in attendance.
inability to communicate" successdecisions and the. student body these
"This forum is everything I would
fully with decision-maker- s,
which
decisions affect.
she thinks is more frustrating than
expect from College of Wooster stu"The students have no way of dents ... thoughtful, respectful, critical the actual decisions.
Juliann
responding to the budget cuts," s;tid and creative," he said.
Lafferty '09 ' said the forum was
Jake Brlggs '10.
Matt Fuller "on
He admitted, "We should have done
important, and that "it was interestagrecd.saying, "The student body isn't a better job" of informing the student
ing to hear the student perspectives
well connected."
Suggestions for body of the College's financial situaon what we value ... we're the
increased communication include a tion aiid impending changes. However,
ones the changes will ultimately
LISTSERV of updates, attendance at he also argued that such changes are affect."

Senior committee develops plan for student contributions
are number 77," Banerjee said, referring to the ranking under Best
Editor in Chief
Colleges (2009) for Liberal Arts colThe number 77 holds great signifileges.
According to U.S. News,
cance to the class of 2009. For the Wooster received a score of 57 (out
first time ever at The College of of a possible loo points). "Our peer
Wooster, members of the. Senior
institutions all have higher rankclass have teamed up with the Office
ings," said Carey, who emphasized a
of Alumni Relations and the Alumni
competitive nature that she shares
Board to create the first-evSenior with the committee.
Wooster Fund. Seven seniors from
"A lot of people don't agree with
the class of 2009 have come together
the rankings
they see flaws," said
a
Senior
to form
Planning
Banerjee. "What else are you going
Committee.
to rank by? At the end of the day, it
The committee was founded this exists," Banerjee added.
past summer, when Carolyn Ciriegio
The ranking in U.S. News is what
'08 handpicked
the committee.
drives
the
Senior
Planning
Lauren
Merriman
'09, Ashley Committee. "We wanted something
Blackwell '()9, Carley Carey '().),
to draw people in with and then
Kabir Banerjee '09, Wyatt Shimeall
educate them," said Carey. The cam'09, Jeff Brown '09 and .lodi Sprajcar paign, which kicks off tonight, will
'09 make up the first-evSenior.
run for a total of 77 days.
Wooster Fund committee.
The committee also has a lot, of
Ciriegio fust discussed the possisupport and guidance from Sally
bility of forming a Senior Wooster
Nichols, Sally Pat ton and President
Fund group with Carey this past Grant H. Cornwall. Although the
summer, when they both realized that committee has spent little time workthey had a desire, to give back to their ing directly with Comwell, they have
College.
received positive feedback from him
Ciriegio and Carey did research on and are grateful for his help. "He is
how other schools handle senior fund
inviting everyone who donates over
committees. "Wittenberg is the one to his house for a brunch," said
we modeled The Senior Wooster
Shimeall, "And he has been very
Fund off of," said Carey, who added
that the excitement she shares with
"This is the first year that this
the other six members of this group
is working out," said
committee
is overflowing.
Merriman, who is also the senior
Banerjee discussed how The class president.
"There was ah
College of Wooster's ranking in I'.S. attempt last year," she added, "but
News & World Report does not nothing was formed."
reflect the ranking it deserves. "We
Tonight, the Senior Wooster Fund

Sydney Bender
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Above, Lauren Merriman '09 discusses the Senior Planning
Committee and its objectives (Photo by Sydney Bender).
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will put on their first event. Held at
The Underground, seniors have the
opportunity to relax and possibly win
some door prizes. "We are very excited," Merriman said.
"It's not about much students
give," Carey said. "It's how many
people give and giving five dollars is
awesome," she added. Merriman
noted that giving five dollars is the
same as giving 500 in their eyes; she
just wants a high percentage of the
class of 2009 to give. The committee
is requesting that five dollars be the
minimum, but that they are open to
take any contribution. "When you
give five dollars, you think about it,"
Merriman said.
"We are just trying to teach people," said Merriman. "We are building a path." She also mentioned that
the committee is not setting a monetary goal and that a high percentage
of people is what the committee is
looking for. The goal for the committee is to have 75 percent of the senior
class give, although 100 percent
would be ideal. "We are doing this to
make others education possible,"
Shimeall said, who mentioned that
money from the Senior Wooster
Fund will help further several students educations.
"I'm hoping the class of '09 can
step it up," said Blackwell. The purpose of this committee is to help students who need financial help. "This
is giving back to your diploma. Just
think of someone who has helped you
do the same for sonieone else," he
added.
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'09 writes
atlout the College budget
meeting and its repercussions on students. See page
3 for the full viewpoint
Winchell
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87 Dalzell '10 expresses his
opinion that the new trayless
proposition for Lowry Dining
Hall is a bad idea. See page
3 to

read more.

Alexander Jue '10 writes
about his study abroad experience in Senegal last semester. See page 5 to read the
full story.

h

sent you
a love message
this
Valentine's Day! See page 6
to read a full page of Voice

Find out if anyone

Valentines.

Scots swim
team is going to the NCAC
championships this weekend in Canton. See page 8
to read more.
The Fighting
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Emily Ryan

Australia fires set national record for lives claimed

FT:

Symposium to unite
art history students

-
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The

annual
35th
Cleveland
Symposium, featuring a forum on art
history, will be held next Friday, l ei).
20. The symposium, hosted by the Case
Western
Reserve
University
Department of Art History and Art,
brings together 10 graduate students
across the nation to share and present
their original research in the field.
The Cleveland Museum of Art, in
the midst 6f a series of extensive renovations, has recently reopened its collections of 15th-19- th
century Kuropean
and American paintings, sculpture and
decorative art. To commemorate these
openings, each research paper will have

.
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This past weekend, at least
173 people lost their lives
and hundreds more were left

f

held in the
Cleveland Museum of Art lecture hall
at 11150 East Boulevard in Cleveland.

!

Professor and Chair of the
Case Western Deportment .of Art
History and Humanities Gerald H.
Guest will deliver the keynote presentation, titled Objects as Machines, at 5:.'i()
p.m. on Feb. 20.

wildfires in Australia's history.
Halfway around the world,

1

even Wooster students were
touched by the crisis. Megan
Meeker '09 expressed concern for her boyfriend,
Australian E.J. Cochrane,
who currently lives near the

b

,

spreading flames. "His mom
was like, 'Be ready to evacuate, just in case,'" she said.
"It's really hard, because it's
hard to keep in contact with
him." Cochrane's home is in
Upwey, a small region in
Victoria near the lush
Dandenong Forest. Meeker
said that the fire has spread
so rapidly In part due to the
oil contained in eucalyptus
trees. "They burn slowly, and
they just explode," she said.
"It's really scary." The death
toll in Victoria is expected to
rise as damage is uncovered
(Photo by AP).
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Peanut .owner pleads
the Fifth in lawsuit
Stewart Parnell, owner of Peanut
Corporation of America, repeatedly
refused to testify Wednesday at a
House subcommittee hearing on a
national salmonella outbreak responsi-

Campaign raises eating disorder awareness
National
Disorder
Fating
Awareness Week and a local nonprofit .organization known as the
Ohio
Fating Disorder Advocates-o(KI)AO) are' teaming up with not
only the people of Ohio, but also a
number of colleges, including The
College of Wooster.
is being
The week of Feb.used by the groups to raise awareness about the div isive topic of eating disorders and the importance of
having an overall positive body

Several testimonies and subpoenaed
that
Peanut
emails
suggested
a numCorporation continued
ber of peanut products even after lab
testers identified salmonella and failed
to make changes to their factory in
light of such tests. Peanut Corporation
is currently under investigation by the
FBI, and an
product
recall of Peanut Corporation products
is underway. They manufac ture about
one percent of the nation's total peanut
products.
to-shi-

p
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Stimulus package is
likely to be approved

This grassroots organization will
anniverbe celebrating its one-yesary this coining Valentine's Day,
which is one more reason for the
members of this organization to be
excited about the upcoming events
that w ill be taking place all over the
state of Ohio.
Michelle Togliatti,
and
chair of (KDAO), said the idea for
forming this group came just around
two years ago.
Togliatti, who has always been
eager to help people, joined forces
with her good friend and
Christine Coniglio to create what
Togliatti calls a "one-sto- p
shop" for
raising awareness and education,
assistance,
making
providing
resources for treatment readily
available and striving to abolish discrimination within the Ohio insurance companies when it comes to
receiving treatment.
"We see a need in Ohio to bring
eating disorders out in the public. It
is becoming an epidemic in this
country and in this state and by
;

ar

According to. Senate Finance
Committee Chairman Max Ramus, the
U.S. stimulus package may finally be
signed into law at the end of this week.
'The votes are there for passage, that
is clear," Baucus stated to Bloom- berg.com. "Everyone is giving in here."
The new package is smaller than
either of those that passed in the louse
or Senate, down to $789 billion. The
package passed by the House last
month was $819 billion, and the one
passed in the Senate earlier this week

co-foun- der

1

co-foun- der

was $838 billion..

According to Baucus the plan is
about 35 percent tax cuts and 65 kt-cegovernment spending.

nt

INTERNATIONAL
Google announces new

PowerMeter technology
Google announced Tuesday in a
blog post that they are working on a
way to give people around the world
updates
access to
on their homes' power usage as part
of their online services. The company is encouraging development of a
Smart Grid for the United States,
which would include Smart Meters
capable of transmitting data continuously. In addition, Googre is developing the consumer interface that
would make PowerMeter a reality,
which could then be implemented
both inside and outside the United
States.
The idea is that consumers could
monitor their own power usage
more effectively, and therefore regulate it as well. In the announcement,
engineer Ed Lu made it clear that
users will have complete control
over their personal use data.

beginning to raise awareness, we can
raise funds and improve education
and try to lower these alarming staArt You Hivi nn
L
tistics. The eating disorder commuThe Way Yoo Eat?
.
nity in Ohio has never done anything
to this magnitude. We need the comYou r not tlon.
1 mi u
'
munity's help to make a difference,"
'
I
.vunsnntltt
Todiy, ttm is
J
,
Toltv. im u .
1 solution.
Togliatti said.
flgajj MtuVon,
The forthcoming events, which
r1$ l.
include a number of different speakers ranging from a father addressing
his personal struggles to health
speaking about treat(
A, ov
author Dr. I
ment to the
Susan Albers all represent an "inaugural" event for EDAO.
The two biggest affairs, however,
are the first event, a Public Scale
Smashing which will take place in
Akron on Feb. 22 and the finale, a
presentation of the award-winnithe
"America
documentary,
Beautiful" on Feb. 27.
The film, which has won a number
of film festival awards and has been
released in 25 major U.S cities,
probes the question: "Does America
have an unhealthy obsession with
beauty?"
The buzz surrounding this film
Above, a brochure for help with compulsive overeating is taken
has already been generating ticket
from a national Food Addicts support group. (Photo by AP).
sales with half the local theaters
when possible.
already sold out. The movie will be one to "get real," and is urging students and community members to ' "We wanted to do this series of
playing at the University of Akron
Gardner Student Center, has a $10 contribute old jeans that no longer events in the biggest way possible
because it is important to recognize
fit. Jeans bins will be clearly marked
ticket price and is open to the public.
EDAO strongly encourages individand located on Wooster's campus. All the pressures, attitudes and behavuals of all genders and ages to the proceeds will be donated to iors that shape the disorder,"
another organization.
attend.
Togliatti said.
in
Real,"
week
should
last
the
February
program's positive
"Get
The
All events are open to the public and
be a busy and productive one for
body image campaign is also sponmore information regarding
EDAO. Despite the events being
soring a jeans giveaway, with which
specific events is available
scattered across cities in Ohio, the
the College will be directly particion the program's Web site:
organization encourages all students
pating.
http:edadvocatesofohio.com
The campaign challenges every- - from different colleges to attend
,-
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After releasing to the public its plans
to sell personal information to private
corporations, Facebook then announced
that the recent "25 things" phenomenon
was in fact something planned by the
corporations to find out valuable
personal information about their
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College finances remain a mystery

I don't usually write for the Voice, but
Unless you have been living under a big mound of snow (which is possible at I hope with this article to respond to
Wooster), you are well aware that the month of February is an important one. For "Kittredge closing due to economic
students, February takes on a new meaning. It is crunch time. If you are a senior, crisis" and provide some financial
February is a time to start refining your Independent Study; it is a time to make numbers to the larger student body.
sure that the final product you turn in less than a month is finished and flawless.
First, the College has a giant pile of
For everyone else, February is also midterm time. Students are busy studying
money. 1 Ins doesfor tests and writing pax'rs; any free
is
n't mean they
activity
highly valued. In the
midst of trying to figure out housing lor next year (whether you are returning to
aren't nice people.
Wooster or not), scheduling time to apply to some quality summer internships and
This means they
control more finanattempting to succeed in all of your, classes, it is no wonder that February is anycial capital than I
thing but a stress-fre- e
mdith.
can fully compreDuring this time of year, the library seems to be the heart of our campus. No
jakebriggs
hend. If y.oii sign
matter the day or the hour, students overflow the library like the soap bubbles in
up for a username at guidestar.org,
the Lowry fountain.
you can see the tax forms that the
Over the past few weeks, we at the Voice have noticed a great deal of disrespect
College tilled out from 2)0.r and on. As
when it comes to library etiquette.
Please be quiet when you are in the library. The library is a place to study and I write this article I have the most
get resources - and simply just that. Out of respect for everyone else, do not hold recent form in front of me. The
loid group meetings unless they are in a private room. There are many other College's operating budget was $99.f
classrooms available during library hours and many lounges in dorms suitable for million last year, with most of the
study sessions. It is distracting to hear people discuss anything loudly so please money coming from tuition, small
amounts from gifts and income from
keep your voices down. Make Aretha Franklin proud (respect, resj)ect, respect).
The Wooster Inn and other campus
The library may also le the worst places to you are really into your signifigant
other There is no need to loudly demonstrate your affection for anyone in the businesses, like the bookstore. About
15 percent came from the interest on
library, ever.
the endowment, a $2.r() million pile of
Above all, it is importahf to respect the librarians. J3y shouting and outwardly
showing inappropriate physical affection, you are disrupting both students 'and money currently invested in the stock
market. Search "endowment" on the
librarians.
Wooster Web site and you get a New
With only a few more weeks left in the fnonth of love, it is our.duty as a comYork Times article explaining that the
please exercise it.
munity to keep in mind that library etiquette does exist
endowment has grown from $89 mil

7n

non-acade- mic

!
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million at 20()(. Of
total
College's
assets
of
$ W(i,fi74,194, more than half is now
endowment. Just the interest has been
paying a large portion of the operating
budget-- . After reviewing the Financial
Statement pf Activities with the
Treasurer I could see exactly what was
happening because of the economic
crisis. Where there used to be $30 million more from our investments in the
stock market there will be nothing, and
probably a loss in the value of the
endowment.
Next, where will this operating budget come from now? I really don't know.
The president's Cabinet members have
been suggesting different Services to
cut. These suggestions were voiced to
various campus organizations like the
Student Government Association and
Campus Council and even the Resident
Assistants had an exercise where they
tried to. cut expenses. There was a forum
last Thursday that confirmed the rumor
that Kittredge is closing, which will save
the. College $200,000 from reduced
working hours for dining hall staff.
Kitteredge will start holding more
events and try to cater with the
Wooster Inn to make .'the College
money. The College has been planning
1

$-25-

on closing Kittredge for a while, and
has been cutting the services and qualities of service for the past couple

0

the

years, but that is another article.
Here is my main concern: when

researching everything to get a better
understanding of the College, I really
felt that the College isn't communicating with the student body. What it
sounds like to me is the Board of
Trustees forced the administration to
cut things, and they chose Kittredge,
differential room rates, not rehiring
staff positions and many other things
that they have not made public.
When President Cornwell came to
the contingency planning forum he sat
behind me. I gave him a satire from the
a Voice knock-of- f.
ConiPost
The fake
article supposes that Kittredge is closing because of the fireworks display at
the Chinese New Year, and free leer at
the Underground for the SuK'r Bowl.
He laughed, and as the meeting closed
he said, "We screwed up on this one."
Hopefully there will be more discussions like the one on Thursday night
last week.
.Jake Briggs is a contributor

express my horror at the rear page advert of Feb. 5 edition of the Pot
where was shocked and appalled to learn that members from the spring break
Botswana group is seeking to raise money for its humanitarian project through the
sale of condoms.
,
With the unprecedented AIDS crisis in Botswana, a country which rates as the
second highest infected in the world with an estimated '23 percent HIV infection
rate, I am disgusted at the abhorrently ironic sale of condoms to raise money for a
humanitarian project. Of all the fundraisers which could be implemented to raise
money tor this torn country, why must the Botswana group sell contraceptives,
encouraging the liberal attitude to sex that has ravished a small African nation like
Botswana? low can they be so frightfully insensitive by trivializing, ridiculing and
demeaning the plight of over 3K),(XX) Botswanians?
The advert, which begins "Are you horny? Want to save the world?" accompanied by a large illustration of a "happy" condom, is so monstrously crass and callous it defies the standards of ethical conduct this college aspires to maintain. I
was so shocked by the advertisement I had to read it several times to realize the
reality of the situation, fundraisers backed by both an interfaith campus group
and the Wooster Volunteer Network, which according to its Web site seeks "...to
provide possibilities and alternatives for spiritual growth, peacemaking, social
justice..." is promoting not only the sale of condoms but a sexually- liberal
Bostwana. How
lifestyle in order to raise money tor a project in AIDS-ravagcan they claim to be forwarding "social justice" by using sex to raise money for
a "humanitarian project?"
I would seriously question the motivations
of this group and the collaboration
of the leadership of the Wellness Center and Bostwana group to produce this atrocious advertisement and I sincerely hope the rest of the members of this college
community will join me in condemning their appallingly crass behavior and poor
judgment.
I

I
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This editorial is not about whether or not Kitt should
It is not about whether differential housing costs
are fair or not. I will not tell the administration whether
or not they should consider a hiring freeze, cut employee hours, or suspend the renovation of the PFX. All of
these topics are important, and some of them I have very
strong teelings about, nut mere is not
enough space for me to discuss them
all at once. This editorial is about how
the administration has dealt with discussion, consideration and implementation of the contingency plan.
I
week,
Last
attended the
jesswinchell
Contingency Plan Meeting, held by
Campus Council, and advertised as a chance to have our
questions about the plan answered by a panel that included Kurt Holmes, Iain Crawford
and John Sell.
Unfortunately, I was sorely disappointed by what the
panel had to offer. Why? Well, no one bothered to bring
the actual contingency plan, for starters.
I may not be on a board of trustees, I may not be a
financial advisor or a dean, but if I were about to panel a
meeting on a contingency plan, I'd bring the plan. You
know, in case anyone asked any questions about it.
"session, I think it's reason- The question-and-answ- er
able to say, left people on both sides of the panel's table
feeling frustrated, at the very least. I am sympathetic to
the administration to a certain extent, I'm sure they are
not making decisions lightly, and I believe that they have
only the best of intentions. Yet as a student in the crowd,
I can safely say none of my questions were answered at
that meeting. Further, those students who proposed

close.

Voice.

alternative cuts to the less favored closing of Kitt or
housing changes were not fully heard out or acknowledged. In fact, the members of the pane! took down
almost no notes throughout the meeting. Requests for
the plan and budget to be printed or posted online were
met noncommittally: when I asked about posting this
information online, I was met immediately with the
response, "But where would we put it on the site?" I don't
at the bottom of the
care if you put it on a news-tickscreen, just let us see it.
Campus Council did not avoid criticism at the meeting,
either. Apparently, they have discussed contingency-relate- d
topics a few times at their weekly meetings, and
students should have attended these to make their interests known and get their questions answered. I can't tell
you when these meetings were, though, because they
were never advertised, and the Campus Council minutes
haven't been posted online since 2006. .
I am not asking the administration
to leave Kitt open.
I'm not asking for housing costs to remain the same.
What I am asking for is a legitimate, accessible and
advertised source of specific information on the contin- gency plan to be presented, whether it be through a
or a
Campus Council meeting, a webpage, an
panel discussion. The uneasiness of the student body is
not solely a product of their disagreement with this or
that aspect of the contingency plan, but a response to
feeling confused, uninformed and sometimes even
ignored.
er

e-m-

Have you ever signed something
without reading it first? With environmental petitions flying fast and hard on
college campuses these days, many students are apt to lend their support to

causes they don't truly understand.
Others are guilted
into signing things
billed as environmentally friendly.
However, More

I

sign my name to

anything,

I

first

consider all asixrts
of the debate. This has become quite an
inconvenience to me lately, as I've lecn

almost perpetually bombarded with
to remove
requests to sign a
did trays
what
Now,
from
bnvry.
trays
n

x-titio-

ever do to me?
A few things about this current

round of green awareness have caused
me to stop and think. First and most
obvious is the amount of inconvenience
it would cause myself and others in the
cafeteria. Everyday I see people with
two or more plates
fully loaded trays
and as many as five glasses of water. I

shudder to think how long it would take
such a person to eat their meal in a
world without trays. But obviously a
minor inconvenience is no reason to
avoid protecting the environment.
Perhaps what bothered me even more
than any potential inconvenience is the
manner in which it was proposed to me.
Namely, that by removing trays, I
would eat less. Now, correct me if I'm
wrong, but I don't recall giving the
Campus Council the power to decide
how much I eat. Others may find such
shepherding to le helpful or even, desir

Jess IVinchell is a frequent contributor for the Voice. She can be'
contacted at JfVinchelhBwooster.eduwoosteiedu.

able;

but for waifish of me, it's insulting.
The trayless scheme purports to offer
'the College untold financial savings. No

rently featured to the left of the conveyor belt, with carts. Then, should a student not want to use a tray, they would

one loves money more than me, but even
I had to think twice alxmt this point.
First of all, if I recall correctly, the new

Ik- -

lc implemented tir five
years More any savings are realized.
Given that the administration is already
preparing to shell out millions of dolsystem must

lars to renovate Lowry and the Physical
Education Center, the idea of introducing a new conveyor cleaning system
More the renovation seems a bit absurd.

Most of the things that bother me
about this plan can easily be resolved
through a simple compromise. I suggest that we find a way to allow each
student to either use or avoid trays
whenever they choose. For example, we
could replace the racks, which are cur

The Voice welcomes
Letters to the
Editors!

able to carry their bowls and plates
to the carts, which would then be
brought back to the washers.

Of course, if the trayless Lowry

pro-

posal were passed in an open referendum or through some other democratic
process, I would have to resign myself
to the will of the majority. Given that

Hospitality Services itself has already
issued a de facta endorsement of the
plan through its numerous osters
it, this petition appears to me as
a mere formality in which the students
have no true say.
su-port-

ing

Letters cannot exceed 950
words in length and must be
received by the Voice by 5 p.m. on the
Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed,
observe standard spelling and
grammatical rules and include contact information. The Voice reserves
the right to proofread and withhold
letters.
Please send letters via
to
e-m-ail

voiceviewpointswooster.edu.
Letters can also be sent by campus
mail to
Tlw Wooster Voice,
College of Wooster, Wooster, OH
C-31-

This is Fiilt Dalzell's

first editorial for the

He can be contacted at
IIDalzelll o((i.wvosler.eduAtvoster.e(lii.
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Trayless Lowry scheme limits student choice

bilidalzell

for the

He can be contacted at CHriggsl
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One semester in Senegal lasts a lifetime
Student reflects on "unforgettable" experience

13

Recently, I have been thinking a lot about the
age of Jamaica and other Caribbean countries'
independence. The fact is, my parents are as old
as Jamaica. Keep in

mind that the only
Caribbean countries
to gain independence
before Jamaica

were

Cuba
and
Haiti
'
respectively
and
therefore my parents
matthewmcnaughton
are older than most of
the independent countries in the Caribbean.
To put this in perspective, my grandparents
(whom I don't exactly consider "old") were
born in colonial Jamaica. They knew a Jamaica
that had no national anthem (separate from
"God save the Queen"), no national emblems
and no national stadium (at the time the soccer
team played at Sabina Park).
The differences that separate that Jamaica
from the one I now know amaze me. In the days
approaching independence, life may not have
been significantly different from those that followed, but the idea that my identity as a
Jamaican was tied to that of the British Empire
-I
I
I
;
is difficult to imagine.
When I was younger and first learning the
in
Africa
with
girl.
West
His
young
experience
poses
a
children
and
of
from
group
up
Senegalese
a
Above, Jue smiles
of Jamaica and pur various national
history
"taught me a lot about who I am and has redefined my definition of needs versus wants" (Photos courtesy Alexander Jue).
symbols, I always thought of them as
and the amazing weather and beaches.
ter, my college, my friends and my everyone else
figures for whom I should show respect and
Alexander Jue
Everywhere on the streets were the talibe
who made this trip possible, but I want to look
reverence. I never truly understand what Aug.
Voice Staff
(child beggars) who asked for money, food and
back and remember a country that will always be
6, 1962 meant or how close that day really was,.
any other material item that I had. Their arms
Never did I think that my parents could have
It's hard to summarize an amazing, four- -, home to me, a language that will always be excitreaching out and their faces will never leave me.
known, or had relationships with national
ing and challenging, a group of people that will
month, culturally enriching experience in
The amount of poverty in Senegal was not overheroes like Alexander Bustamante or Norman
always be "suma waa ker" and an experience
Dakar, Senegal (West Africa). It's hard to look
unlike any other one I have ever had.
whelming, but the income disparity between the
Manley. Bustamante passed away only 10 years
back at what is now just another chapter in my
rich and the poor was incredible. There were
before my birth!
Senegal is a beautiful country, on the westernbook and reflect about all the things I loved,
multi-millidollar homes next to families living
Even. Michael Manley, Jamaica's fourth
most point of Africa. The culture is rich and
hated and want to do again. It's hard to look
in extreme poverty.
Prime Minister and a politician I have great
exciting. The people are engaging and enthusiasback and remember where I was, who I was
Senegal will always resonate within me: piles of
tic. The food is colorful and flavorful. Everything
admiration for, passed away in 1997 when I was
with or what exactly I was doing every day. It's
I
"caf6
smell
trade,
trash
scattered
the
of
wouldn't
and
everywhere,
is
the
states,
than
different
nine years old. Contrast this with the signing of
hot,
and
back
day
one;
look
imagine
hard to
and
I
tfiuba"
roasted
on
the
the
anything!:
streets,
I
for
peanuts
experienced
differences
the
the Declaration of Independence some 233
did
want
study
to
of
"Why
sticky, a mentality
I
"tabaski"
herds
around
the
holiday,
all
places
I
of
of
the
sheeprams
will
exciting
forget
never
years ago. The difference in scale is completely
abroad in Senegal?"!
,"
I
HLM
"March
at
the
the
I
and
constant
bargaining
expeand
holidays
events
who
met
and
people
saw,
surreal to me, and yet I am sure that there are
back
thank everyone
It's hard to look
sibfrom
before
me
around"
to
the
host
"spin
the
rienced.
day
requests
a
malaria
test
my
experience,
Getting
made, this not only a
many of my peers who, like me, never thought
laax,
the
cebujen,
poulet,
but
lings,
poisson,
U.S.
was
yassa
election
not
only
yassa
scary,
presidential
about it in this way.
but also a truly learning and growing experimafle and all the other delicious dishes Senegal has
also extremely eventful. I sat watching the reruns
What should all of this mean for me or
ence: the friends, the professors, the coordinato offer, ACI Baobab Center, "carrapides" and the
on CNN International and accepted the fact that
young Jamaica? I grew up comfortable in the
tors, the guards, the family. It's going to be hard
transportation system and so much more.
I might die, but I did not care; I wanted to be as
blanket of my home, the warmth of the sun
in a couple of years to think, "Wow, I spent four
The country also taught me a lot about who I
actively engaged with the election as possible.
(which I miss greatly) and a complacent sense
months in Senegal, and look where I am today
am, and has redefined my definition of needs verThere were incredible mosques with beautiful
of pride that came from only knowing Jamaica
because of it!"
I
sus wants. I can honestly say that I have come
marble and granite architecture, and heard
I want to take so many tilings away from this
as an independent nation. I never had to fight
for anything related to Jamaica's nationhood.
prayer calls every day while walking back from , . back a more patient person, a more understandstudy abroad trip: the memories, the people, the
school. Wolof and Arabic chants went from
ing student, a more loyal friend, a more family-orientYet, like many, I cuss,' quarrel and complain
night,
food, the occasional drunken
sonbrothergrandson. I will always
about the many shortcomings and inadequacies
annoying wake-u- p calls to soothing music. I will
the tangible, the everything! I want to look back
remember Dakar, Senegal and the lifelong friendnever forget the pirogue rides through mangrove
of the country and those who lead it. We have
five, 10, 15, 50 years from now, not only thanking
ships I have made, but it's great to be back.
forests and bird sanctuaries, the amazing fruit
often dismissed politics and crime as things
my mother, my father, my grandparents, my sis
completely out of our control. "Cah boda with
dem and di politricks. It too corrupt," is a sentiment all too familiar.
Study-abroa- d
I live in a nation crippled by crime and a failing education system. But I also live in a nation
Political science major Stephen DiPangrazio '10 studied abroad in Oman last semester. Oman is a desert country
filled with people of immense pride. Our unwain southwest Asia, just above the Persian sea. This country of approximately 2,600,000 people is ruled by the
vering support for the victor contrasts our soft
cheers for those not as successful. There is
Islamic absolute monarchy and the current Sultan, Qaboos bin Said al Said. While there, Dipangrazio took classnothing like the "BOOM!" that rings out in the
es in politics and Oman's native language: Arabic. DiPangrazio noted that not only was it a great experience, study
stadium near the end of the National Anthem.
ing in Oman also helped him narrow his career choices and
We are a laid-bapeople, many of whom are
made him realize that he might like to become a translator of
familiar with what it means to struggle. We
work hard but definitely know how to enjoy
I Arabic after graduating from The College of Wooster. Below,
ourselves. Never cross a yardie though! We are
DiPangrazio looks out at a sunset in Oman. At left, a man
often quick to anger and slow to forget, always
directs others as a camel is lifted into a truck to be sold
ready for an argument. We are a people of
(Photos courtesy Stephen DiPangrazio).
African, Asian, Indian and European influence.
We really are "Out of many, one people." This
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returnee Stephen DiPangrazio shares experience
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is my home: "Jamaica, land I love."
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INNOVATION IN THE KITCHEN:
Getting Creative With Dining Options

Mediterranean Pita Pocket
'
wheat pita
12 c. chopped tomatoes
14 c. spinach leaves
14 c. feta cheese
pepper to taste

1

Experiencing apathy with the College's
conventional culinary selection?
g
Try this unusual,
combination of veggies as a healthy alternative to Lowry's pizza!
fresh-tastin-

Grab a wheat pita from the deli and run it through the toaster. While it's toasting, gather tomatoes, spinach
leaves and feta. Spread tomatoes and spinach on top of the toasted pita; top with feta. Place the pita in the
toaster oven until vegetables are warmed through and feta is beginning to melt. Season with pepper to taste
and enjoy!
This week's recipe invented by Kat Golis '09.

4

Still, I ask the question: what should my
young country's history mean to me? I spent
the last six months trying to find an answer.
Absorbing as much information and history as
I could find. I spent way too much money on
books (some of which I haven't finished reading
yet). I mined the brains and memories of my
parents, grandmothers, relatives and anyone
else I thought could share with me the truth
about my home: the truth that extends beyond
Kingston, Mobay and Ochi, sessions, the latest
dances and Kartel vs. Alliance clashes. I wanted
to know about the Jamaica that was and how
the one I know came to be.
I continue to search still and find I have more
questions than answers even now. I have come to
realize that we as a people do not write enough
and I believe my generation does not know
enough about ourselves and our history. So, we
complain and quarrel about what isn't and what
it should be but we don't understand that
Jamaica is still a young project and is very much
in need of our help. We don't realize that our
national heroes, architects of our nation, gave to
us a basic design of an unfinished project.
In my short time of searching Jamaica's
youth there is one truth that I have come to
realize. There is still much work to be done and
it is our responsibility to ensure it happens. We
have to ask more of those in change, and of
ourselves. Jamaica is still developing and trying
to establish her place in the world, and the people hold an important part in crafting this
image. This is what I believe it means to people
of a young nation such as Jamaica.
I may have said a few things here that others
disagree with, and it may simply be my sheltering and ignorance that shielded me from this
reality, but I don't believe anyone can deny its
legitimacy.

There

is still much work

needing to be done.

Matthew McNaughton 'to is a double major in
Philosophy and Computer Science from Kingston,
Jamaica.

Section Editors:
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Duo brings an American styling to Scheide
Singer Wallin excellent in weekend performance
Americanness of Gordon's songs, subtly adopting
her tone to suit their unique contours and cadences,
whether in the melancholy humming of "Once I
Was" or the frenzied ascent of "Poem (Lana Turner
Has Collapsed)."
The second half of the program dived into
delightfully murky
waters with
Norman Dello Joio's "Three Songs of Adieu."
Imbued with a dark urgency and extending to the
edge of tonality, these offered Wallin ample opportunity to explore their contrasts
really hitting
words like "pain," fading into an impressive softness
at the end of "Farewell."
Following these was Laurie Altman's jazz-lik- e

Alex Parrott
Voice Staff
"An Evening of American Art Song," presented in
Scheide Music Center on Feb. 6 by soprano Susan
Wallin and accompanist Peter Mowrey, was an
evening of rare musical delights, beginning and
ending with a voice one would be privileged to hear
anywhere, be it Gault Recital Hall or Carnegie Hall.
Wallin is fundamentally an extraordinary singer

20th-centu-

.

attention
the

her
than carried the most traditional
of the night.

,

art-Broad-

13

way

5

Valentine's Day is tomorrow, and
those among us who believe this day
is much more than a Hallmark holiday are preparing for .the celebration
of love. This special 24 hours isn't
just an excuse
lo eat chocolate and finally have your

worthless

ry

and performer, armed with a beautiful coloratura,
impressive range, and dramatic sensitivity
all of
which were on full display throughout the rich and
varied program.
The recital began with a
V.;
.v..
"reimagining"
.
: .....
series of songs by the late- of 18th-cen- tu
Romantic
composer
Amy
Italian
ry
Wallin showed a deft
Beach, whose lush, melodic
Here,
songs.
to both
style recalls Puccini or Bizet.
passionate and
Wallin's voice
Wallin showed a deft attention
occasionally
reflective, and the conviction
to both the passionate and the
fell
a
into
reflective, and the conviction
timbreathier
behind
performance more
behind her performance more
bre in her only
than carried the most tradisignificant mistional set of the night.
step of the
Set
She moved into more inter
recital, but the
esting and .surprising musical
thoughtful
"
territory with five cont'empo- " : : ; attention she
lent the syncorary songs by Ricky Ian
Gordon in an
vein reminiscent of pations spotlighted the hybrid nature of the work
Leonard Bernstein. Gordon's "Coyote" was perhaps
and distinguished her interpretation.
the highlight of the entire evening. Wallinthrew
The jazzier songs were proof of Peter Mowrey's
herself in to the bizarre lyrics with a finessed blend
exceptional contributions as well, from one comof comedy and pathos
when she proclaimed, "I'll poser to the next, he managed each stylistic set disI
tinctly, and while his unshakeable facility at the
scream until turn that moon to wax," you truly
believed it.
piano hinted at his own abilities as a soloist, he
remained a sensitive accompanist who aptly comple- She also proved herself superbly attuned to

the

February

boyfriend

1

,

take you out
to dinner

stephaniefuller

tomorrow

could be the most romantic day of
your life!
But what happens when you're
alone on Valentine's Day? What happens when you don't feel like seeing
the rest of the world. joyous with
affection? What do you do when you
still don't believe
justifies
countless couples playing tonsil
hockey all over campus? You don't
r,
Singer Susan Wallin (Photo courtesy OPI.) get mad, my sour friend, you simply
get even.
iriented, but never once overpowered, the masterful
In order to get the ball rolling on
vocal performance.
your sabotage, you must begin with
The last song of the evening took a sharp turn
more indirect forms of conspiracy.
into light opera (itself a Wooster legacy), specificalAlways the inventive thinker, you
ly Victor Herbert's send-u- p
of the operatic diva,
decide it's a very good idea to send
"Art Is Calling for Me," arranged by Wallin herself.
each couple you know an anonymous
With intermittent quotations from a number of letter informing them that their sigfamous operas, among them La Boheme and The
nificant other is cheating on them.
Magic Flute, Wallin alluded to her own vast reperWe all know that this is not really
toire, and though she nailed the high Fs from the
the case for about 25 percent of
famous "Queen of the Night" aria, she proved
those couples, but it does feel oh so
unafraid to occasionally tweak her ability level to
good to. know that you are the cause
suit the comedy
providing a fitting capstone of of an extreme argument or, if you're
unflagging quality.
especially lucky, a very public
breakup.
To the lonesomes, each red rose
may as well be a dagger, and every
stem of sweet baby's breath a needle
slowly pricking your cold heart.
The Lowry Center Information
desk is a sanctuary for these torture
tools, and when you see yet another
delivery, you
know what you must do, if only to
keep your sanity. Walking over to the
desk attendant (that nice girl you
recognize from Spanish class), you
are fully prepared to execute your
"
second act of vengeance.
While she foolishly goes back into
the mail room, you "accidentally"
trip onto the desk counter, knocking
over the contents of five or seven
flower arrangements.
Your feet "accidentally" trample
the bouquets once they hit the
ground, because you know roses
don't smell as sweet when there
aren't any petals.
You also know that you have just
ruined five to seven girls' Valentine's
Day, and that is the real reward.
To the loveless, every chocolate-covere- d
strawberry serves as another reminder that you will not be getting laid tonight. And if you're not
getting any, no one has a right to be
V-D-

ay

,

,

Slam poet comes to Wooster courtesy of W.A.C.
campus

In honor of Abraham Lincoln's
200th birthday yesterday, The College
of Wooster presented a performance of
songs written by the American composer Elie Seigmeister, who composed the
songs specifically in honor of Lincoln.
Seigmeister, who shares his birthday
with Lincoln, had a special connection
to the College. He was the composition
teacher of current Professor of Music

FLOWERS

1-800--

American composer
honors Lincoln

i

'

Jack Gallagher.

The duo of Helene Williams, soprano, and Leonard Lehrman, piano, performed more than a dozen works by
Seigmeister, including some of the
songs composed for Lincoln. The
Wooster Chorus and Wooster Singers
also participated in some selections,
with the direction of Gregory Brown.

NATIONAL

Moore, Adams

So when you're

Radio stations take
Chris Brown off air
in Cleveland and
removed
singer Chris
Pittsburgh have
Brown from their airwaves in the wake
Radio

DJs

of his alleged altercations between him
Rhianna.
singer
and girlfriend,
MSNBC.com reported that police have
described Rihanna's injuries as looking
"horrific."
Brown was arrested Sunday night on
suspicion of making a criminal threat.
The couple was noticeably absent from
the Grammy Awards The radio stations
chose to remove Brown's songs from

their playlists due to listener feedback
"
about the alleged attack.
"Our listeners have strong feelings
atout this," said a music director from
the Pittsburgh station 96. KISS. "We
have made the decision to take all Chris
Brown songs ofT the radio, although we
are fans of Chris' musiq, and this will
not last forever. It appears Chris made
some poor choices, so we are following
the lead of our listeners and will put
this music on hold on 96.1 KISS until
the alleged situation gets resolved."
1

Entertainment briefs
Arts
compiled by Maggie Donnelly.

'

getting any.

engaged
Despite temporarily separating this
past summer, musician Ryan Adams
and actress Mandy Moore are now
engaged, according to Moore's representatives on E! online. The couple
began dating at the end of 2007, and
have reunited in recent weeks following the summer split. Representatives
for Adams have refused to comment
on any issues involving the singers'
personal life.

1

On Wednesday, slam poet Komplex performed in the Lowry Center Pit. Students gathered
to watch this W.A.C. sponsored event. W.A.C.'s next scheduled event is a stand up comedian by the name of Flip Schultz, in the Underground on Feb. 16 (Photo by Maureen Sill).

Confessions of a
Shopaholic
The International
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Madea Goes to Jail

february 27
Crossing Over
Jonas Brothers: The
Concert Experience

power..

Stephanie Fuller is a biweekly columnist
for the Voice. She can be reachedfor com-

february 20
Fired Up!

ed

When you see your girlfriends
becoming giddy with the arrival of
Feb. 14, know that their elation will
be short lived.
Because while they're picking out
their dinner outfits, you will be formulating a plan. And as they put the
condoms in their purses, you wait
patiently, knowing that their bliss
will soon expire, and loving that
such a massacre will be completely
thanks to you.

february 13
Friday the 13th

in your

room, burning piles upon piles of
candy hearts while crying "I'm not
bitter!" and you happen to hear the
couple next door having sex, you
know you must intervene.
"What ever happened to abstinence?" you think to yourself as you
run to the nearest fire alarm.
Pulling the red trigger you are
infused with adrenaline, and as you
watch the
bodies
appear from the various love lairs,
you are the one getting off, on the
semi-cloth-

UPCOMING MOVIE RELEASE DATES

sitting

at SFuller09tvoosler.edu.
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Meghan

2b:

the test results

It's water. ..with a
smacfof ham!!

came back..,the kid's
yours! Pay me my
money.

Steph

To: AG'S,

Love,
To:

out you! Spring

Allana

Toi '

2oWy

To:

Iter Valora

Justin Aichele

clock every morning!
Happy Valentine's Pay!
Love you!

Kate Yalora
Ebony Signed sealed,
delivered, I'm yours!
Love, Ivory
To:

You have my heart

forever.
Love, Me

To: Madalyn
You are the love of

my life! My twin.
My roomie '09. 1

"hart" you!

Maddie

Toy Katie.

foulds

'

To: Charis Lidik
I am so happy that
I get to see you on
such a special weekend. I love you so
much' 71106

tOe

this

year .

hope your

is filled ujith
LoVet

Molly

&

V-d-ay

To: Meredith

iefer
Stop 6eing so sexy. Tou
mae the rest of us foo
Sac.

To: Dave the Big

Squirrel
Happy
Valentine's Day!
Love you booski!
Love, Little
Tl: M'Darling
You

Nebuchadnezzar.
Love, your Shida

Andiamo a Italia.
I love you.

Rachel
be mine.
Love, Slothboy

I

From: ???.

Happy
and
22nd Birthday to v
the best big ever!
Love, Allana

To: Liz Crannell

Happy Birthday! ! !
We all love you!
"

From:???
To-- :

I

Mike,

Shannon

Thanks for being the best
guy a girl could ask for. I
love you so much. Happy
Valentine's Day!

r

MelUwi
love Mummery
forever!

Danielle

To:Jon&Hil, Happy

Mott

love you! Happy

V-D-

I love yow

ay!

.

love,

MJaUxv

Goopey:
Meow
Murp
Meh

Margachu!

From:???

Roomie,
You're 6'n", weigh 90'lbs,

Gumby has a better body
than you! Boom, roasted.

Tcr.

Serena, you are the
love of my life. you
know you love me.

Blair
Tcr: A ndrew

Tamo-tenemen-

2nd floor

boyy,

and 3rd floor
I love

ny kiddie Happy
!

Valentine! y Vay, my
lovelier ?

KudaAvihy

andI UkeyouO
lot.
???

Lizzie Deringer
Puppy loue from The
Biggest Dog HO
To:

You

To: Kate

Bovarnick
I will always protect you from the
wrath of Kitty Kat
Meow.

ber,

J ust

-

S

Co-Ccl't-

tor

Hansen
are center of my
mind!

I

Day Mom & Dad!
Love, Duck

Lost.
Love, Tyra Hanks
To: SLMC
I'm glad you could spend

this ordinary weekend with
me. Having you here almost
makes it seem like some
--

love you!.

Jonah

Courtroom
I will always
love you.

job-wit-h

Andrew Licking
Without your exis-

To:

W.A.C.!

W

To: Mark
2esv3&
"Thank

I

To: Dinosaur

Z immer

Happy Valentine' y
Vay. Yow do-- a

great

Kat

To; Larry Stewart
Thank you
for being

3 You know who

Julia

.

&te

rt-oyj--

kind of holiday.

and back!
To--:

you

--

don't know where
I'd be without you!
Love you to the moon

t,

flrjeia,

Laura
Mappy Valentines
Day, lets watch

WilliamS.

you

remem-

DENY, DENY,
DENY.

The boy in the bubble

Happy Valentine's

'ie

Mi-S-

heart and

v.

XOXO,

Yow are cute

To:

Jonah

TheBorrdwatter

the Jest

LoVe

Analyse my Kant...
To:

Love,

Love: Garrett D.

ioord!

Ccnmtoch

'

Steph,

so cool.

li the tohoe

you covered yourself in honey and
clotheslined me.
Love,JizBiz

Keyes

Bob and Carol (roudy

Mooy Lehoji

-

You are

sweet but not as
sweet as the time

To: Kaitlyn

Evans

"To-

blue. Sugar is

I love you!

fTo:

Happy Valentines Day my
darling! Love you!
Lima Bean

Love,

From all the
Editors!

To: Emily

Treat

Love: Missie A Molly

Happy Valentine's Pay!

Howard
Roses are red,
and violets are

To:

EVER!

or

co-edit-

To:

To: Miami
Dear Miami, Thank you for
your warm weather and
sunny days and palm trees.
I will miss you and I'll see
you in three weeks. --

3 Josh

the best

MlGRAINEY AND

From: 77?
To: Marge McClain
I choose you,

Day!

You are hot and sexy and you

We miss you! Happy
Valentine's Day you were

LoVe and yjiSS

From: Max

To: Jason Weingardt

Vay!

apfy VaeritineS 2ay!

a nut!
What what!

Hector

--

The Editory

Moyj and

Ian

To:

I

Lizzie-Po- o

V

Love, Lan

V-Da-y!

crepes.

sing like an angel.

Happy

I'm expecting a pony or
we're through.

Love,

from:???
To: Liz

mtafyyn,

To: Gill Helwig

To: Mossy

Everybody lovely

PiKappa

from:
To: Allana Mortell

Spatz

To: Rachel

Q

Thanhyowfor all
your hard worh

Tracy

Love,

To: Professor Nancy Grace
We hope you have a fabulous Valentine's Day! You
are our 1 fan!
Love: The Wooster Voice

To Julia

Conference.

Pexmuty

Emma
can name the
duck

Jawn

--

-- HOARSEY
To: Liz Miller
Happy Valentine's

3 your scandalous

secret admirer

have
qj reat Valentine X
Vay while Tvn at

Vear Roomie

Josh Treat
like the way U move

loVe.

Missie

Wintery

Uo gel

Ezra Raskas
Giggles, I like

To-- :

lJe V'SS you So
fyiuch

from: Hike

ay!

To: LOffiOBeal

Love, The World

Hey

Myers

U-rJ-

V-D-ay

AiclHhanks so much
for being my alarm

To: Victoria Sumney
A Wooster wedding
sounds ideal. Kilts
instead of dresses?

Happy
From:

androchatlOfe

your hair.

Love, Zeta (PC '08

tjer

Meeoooow!

To:

Today.

you.

Meeeow,

Sweeney

To: Chris

Weingardt
Youre awesome

To: Aaron Qifl
(pfease cut

ThNQAlt
Meeou),

ber? Can have it?
Can I have it?
From: ???

To Margaret Raabe
Mo! Happy Valentine's
Day, I love you!

Ingrbd

To-- :

I

from: "Rodent

Julie Perry

did for me!

you

Jy, you re the

3

.

Valentine

To: Arine Gates
Thank you for all

7o; Margaret

XOXO

.

To: Gen Pecharka
Bonjour Lindsay mon amour!
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love, Your Secret

JP, Happy 21st birthday!!!

freak '09 will be so
fine..
-- Kris Frronzak

loVe

do loveyoxu

People

Amrfco-erju- y

Happy Valentine
Vay!

Boo. H.Haas
Sunbeams of my life!
I would be lost with-

JeSt. X

John, donit worry.

XOXO, Your Valentine

Hilary, Becca- -.

CJvUs

Madigan Murphy
Can I have your num-

To: John O'Bery

Hey Travis Henry,

Durand

To:

JMac

To:

LoVe'--

iij
o-dirth-

tence, econ will be
boring for me.
Thank you for dumping me in a trashcan;

we

it was an unforget-

Sara

table experience.
-- 800 Rim Jin
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Sara Brown
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Andrew Vogel
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Johnson will wait until next year to be 'the general'
first place in the North Coast
NCAC standings. After
the graduation of a key core from last
season, the show was supjxised to run
through
point guard
Brandon Johnson '10. While Johnson'
doesn't lead the team in scoring, steals
or assists, he does lead the team in high
fives and chest bumps. While Johnson
has still had an impact this season, it
wasn't quite what he had envisioned.
Going into this season, the team
knew it would be losing a key nucleus
from the previous season. At the same
time, head coach Steve Moore knew he
would be able to rely on his two senior
leaders, Johnson and Marty Bidwell
'09. Johnson was a two-tiAthletic-Conferenc-

eventually opted for the latter option..
As Johnson rchahlx-- his' knee injury,
an already young basketball team had

e

d

--

gotten even younger. .The Scots were
forced to trot out three new starters
and bad to replace four of their top five
scorers from the 2007-0- 8
season.
Without Johnson, the team was forced
to play with backcourt players who
weren't true point guards. Johnson had
to learn how to be a coach rather than
a point guard early in the season.
"My mom and I had a lot of conversations about how to be on the sidelines. I'm the kind of leader who leads
by example, and so not being able to be
out there on the floor was really

AC

"mmmm

all-confere-

me

nce

player and had earned a reputation
as one of the best, if not the best, point
guard in the conference. The Scots'

reloading efforts would be much easier
with Johnson at the point. Late this
summer, though, those plans changed.
e,
In
Johnson sustained a
knee injury playing in a pick-u- p
game with his brother. After
going up for a dunk, Johnson sustained
what he thought was just a simple knee
sprain.
Even after Johnson went to see his
doctor at home in Columbus, Ohio, he
was not concerned. It was not until
Johnson met with team trainer Tom
Love that Johnson realized the severity
of his injury
a torn anterior cruciate
ligament ACL.
"I actually didn't know it was torn
until a month and a half later. Even my
doctor wasn't too worried. Then team
trainer Tom Love saw it and recommended I go see a doctor.right away,"
said Johnson.
The severity of the injury was quite
a shock to Johnson. "I'd never been
injured to that extent where I'd have to
be out a significant portion of time,"
said Johnson.
.
After the diagnosis, Johnson was left
with a choice. He could play through
the injury and not play at 100 percent

"

play his own game. Me has been judicious in the advice he has given. "They

havediflcrent styles, just like I have different styles, so I didn't really want to
impose my style on them. I tell them to,
be the general," said Johnson.
Earlier in the season, it Was anticipated that Johnson would come back in
At around that time,
.
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Brandon Johnson hasn't made manv moves this vear. but will
be ready to take on defenders next year (Photo courtesy OPI).
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long iiinil), iiimpinir (i.l meters ('() feet
25 inches). Completing Wooster's domi- nance of the jumping events, Jon Mathis

Johann Weber
Senior Sports Writer

finishes.

while Oberlin finished second in both.
The meet consisted mostly of finals-on- ly
events, but for a few more populated events that ran both prelims and
finals, which consisted of the top six in
each event after prelims.

SpOrtS Editor
The Fighting Scots women's basketball team's record so far this season is 1 4 overall and 7 is their
North Coast Athletic Conference.
Their last game was away on
Saturday, Feb. 7 against Kenyon
College, who is also in the NCAC.
The Scots lost
2.
In the first half of the game, the
Scots only shot 25 percent from the
floor
shots) and were only
successful in making
shots
from behind the three-poiline. The
Kenyon Ladies leapt out to a six- point lead and didn t look back.
Kenyon's defense also kept the
Scots scoreless in the first six minutes of the game. Until Becca
Hartsock '10 came off the bench and
made two free throws, Wooster was
scoreless.
Kym Wen. '10 made a pair of free
throws that helped Wooster go on a
0
run and making the score
Wenz and Hartsock both scored
jump shots, tying the
score at
apiece. However, this was
the last time that score would be tied
I
. l:
me game as.. me lrallies
iook
7--

--

second in the pole vault with a jump of
12 feet 7.5 inches. Gntton also earned a
finish in the high jump.
ce

The women's team, which lost veteran powerhouse thrower Katie Dale '()!)

(7-of--

longer sprint events in the uxoniing

5.r-me-

ter

'

Julian Mangano 10 was third in the 5(X)
meters. Wooster's depth at the triple

jump gave them many of their points,
with Scots coming in first, second and
fourth. Leading the way was Eric Dyer
10 (with a jump of 43 feet 9.25 inches),
followed by Averell Gatton '09 (40 feet 6
inches), with Ramses Clements '10 com- ing in fourth (39 feet inch). Dyer also
added a second-plaperformance in the
1

ce

28

l--

season. Individually, Kayla Miller '())
leapt to a
finish in the triple
jump with a 33 feet 5.75 inches, with
teammate

ce

Elizalx-t-

Wardrop '1

h

1

finish-

ing sixth (29 feet 9.5 inches). Also,
KateLynn Riley 'to came in sixth in the
55-me-

hurdles,

ter

and

Suzanne

finished second in the
run.
One of Wooster's strongest events on
the women's side proved to Ix- the 500

Cax-har-

'11

t

-

meter run: Ali Drushal

'09 was third
(1:28.17), closely followed by Chelsea
Fisher 'II in fourth (1:28.76), and
Cajx'hart in fifth (1:28.98). Newcomers
have also showed their promise quickly:
Natasha Blaise '12 was third in the 3X)
..
.
...
,
meters (.02). and Meredith, Shan
2
was fifth in the lOtKMncter run

6--

Today the Scots hit the road for the
Kenyon Invitational at 6 p.m. and have
the
io
Championships tomorrow

1

back-to-ba-

1- -7.

ck

1

.

I

of-9

nt

KXXMnetcr

The men were once againled off by
hurBryan Albani '10 in the
dles, who this time finished in third place
with a 7.93, just .14 behind the winner.

5--

59-7-

to two broken Ixines, won the 4x2X) and
4x KK) meter relays, showcasing a set of
runners which hojx' to dominate the

first-pla-

1

.

i
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yii

mi: feline.

Kenyon managed
runs over a seven-minu- te

j

;

two separate
period in
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Drushal '09 will prepare for the
tomorrow (Photo courtesy OPI).
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For Scot basketball fans, there's no
rivalry like the Wooster-Wittenherivalry, and no game gets a bigger
crowd then the Wittenberg game.
Tomorrow, the Student Athlete
Advisory Board will take that support to the Tigers' home turf.
"We're gonna take a fan bus ...
leaving at 3:30. It's about a two and a
half hour trip so we'll get there
around 6:30," said Brandon Jacobs 'l
of the SAAC. "We have a
bus, that should fit about 52 students."
Tickets for the fan bus are currently available at the Lowry Center front
desk for $10 each, which includes a
ticket to the game, a ride to the game
and a
The event is
rg

-

'

Ali

contemplat-

on

of coming back for

a women s

,

season that could

another year.
Cline had
expressed that that was an option even
in the fall," said Johnson.
n,
Not only that, but by
the
younger players had already stepped in.
"When I started seeing the other guys
working their tails off, I realized that if
I came back, I wouldn't be the Brandon
Johnson I wanted to be. I wanted to

have been even
better if the team
lacked
hadn't
divers.
This

mid-seaso-

Weekend, Bittner

will look to qual- Sm

come back and be 100 percent," he said.
For Johnson, coming back next year

means not standing out at center court
with Bidwell on Senior Night. Bidwell
has been a vocal leader and team captain this season, and not being out
there with him has been difficult for
Johnson.
"Marty and I were the only guys
recruited together. I'm closer to him
than I am to my own brothers. Part of
me felt guilty. Marty and I would grad- uate together and now be was the only
guy out there. However, he really
encouraged me to come back. In fact, he
was more excited than I was," said
Johnson.
Since the announcement
that
Johnson will come back for one more
year, he has started getting ready for
the 2009-1- 0 season. With the success
the young team has had, Johnson is
already excited about the upcoming
season. Johnson is now scheduled to be
ready to play after spring break and
prepare for a big senior year.
"The way these young guys have
played, I'm very excited. The biggest
progression most players make is
between their freshman and sophomore
years, so I'm excited to play with all
these wea)ons around me," he said.
For now, Johnson will resume his
duties as head cheerleader as the team
enters the stretch run and goes after a
fifth straight regular season title. After
the season, Johnson will begin preparing for the biggest season of his career.
It'll just happen a little later than
expected.

the first half; the first run was
2
and the second 12-- 4. This gave the
Ladies their largest lead of the half,
with 4:23 left on the clock.
7
Wooster managed to score the final
points in the first half, but Kenyon
left for halftime with a
lead.
The score at the end of the half was
35-1-

13-po-

int

39-2- 6.

Wooster fought back in the second

half and even brought the score to
off of a three-pointfrom
Wenz. However, their second-ha- lf
resurgence just wasn't enough to
take over the Ladies and the Scots
ultimately fell to Kenyon with a final
score of 59-7The Fighting Scots were
from the floor, a 34.5 percent on the
game. They were only
from
the three-poi- nt
line. The one thing
the Scots had going for them in the
w
game was the
line
they
made
from the stripe; 75
percent. Kenyon also forced the Scots
into 13 turnovers and converted
those turnovers into 18 points.
Wooster next hits the road to take
on Hiram College on Wednesday.
Wooster came away with a 67-5- 5 win
over the Terriers improving their
season record to
and their
NCAC standings to 7.
The Scots next face Wittenberg
University away tomorrow at 3 p.m.
48-4-
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er
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19-of--

S-of-

55

-15

free-thro-

18-of--

24

8--

14

m

i.

t

4 m

onship heats in
mj'') bittner
the 50freestyle and 100freestyle.

The women's team finished
in dual meet action this sea- -'
son. Is that about where the team
had predicted?
MB: Well, we are 8- -2 only because
we lack a diving team. Without diving points included
in our total
points, we would be undefeated. At
the beginning of the season we had
hoped to Ix? undefeated, but our
record is still very exciting.
SB: The team heads into the
NCAC Championships this weekend. What is your goal going into
the meet?
'
MB: Everyone has been real antsy
this week because we've been training all year to swim fast this weekend. I would like to see as many girls
as possible qualify for finals and
,'
swim best times.
AV: Kenyon has always been a
powerhouse in Div. HI swimming,

j

SB:

8--

'

a

;

,

routinely winning the national
championship. Is it ever discouraging for the team to go into the
conference meet and know that as
well as the team could possibly do,
youll probably have to settle for

,

second?
MB: We don't mind getting third
at conference; actually, we get pretty,
pumped about it It's pretty cool
swimming the fastest girls in the
nation. We get to pace and be pushed
by the best I like comparing ourselves to them because we know they
don't Seem to have as much fun or
get to experience what it's like to be
a part of a program like Wooster.
But if you are going to lose to someone, wouldn't you want it to be the
fastest girls in the nation?
SB: Aside from a possible
national qualification, these next
two weekends will likely be your
final collegiate meets. Looking
back on your four years here, what
individual accomplishments are
you proud of?
MB: I'm really proud that I was
able to improve from high school and
keep motivated
and positive
throughout four years of swimming.
SB: What team accomplishments are you proud of?
' MB:
Well... the ladies '09 are
Veale Classic Champions, which we
were not predicted to win. We were
also the Wooster Invite champions,
beating several DII schools and winning by only 1.5 points! We were
this Season! We've just really
2
come together and given every team
our best in order to take down some
'
very talented teams.
SB: What is there for you to still
accomplish going into this weekend's meet?
MB: I am looking to improve all
my times, place in the top eight and
qualify to Nationals, you know
just end my career on top! New
technology LZR swimsuits have
added a new element this year that
1 am really looking forward to
experiencing.
8--

SAAC offers bus ride to Witt game

at ii(xn.

Managing Editor

'

ed the option

6--

Jonah Comstock

7

I

er,

Sports Editor Sara Broun recently
up with senior swim team captain MoUy Bittner '09. Bittner reflected

aught
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mid-Decemb-

11--
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fifth-pla-

Last Friday, the Scots sent some of
their athletes to Oberlin for the annual
Crimson & Gold Invitational, which
included eight other teams on the
women's side and six others on the
men's. Both the men and women finished fourth
first place went to Walsh
College for the women and to
Heidelberg University for the men,

Sara BfOWn '

and Koix-rMel onnell 10 tied for
second in the high jump, lxth clearing 5
feet 10.7.r) inches. McConncll also placed
H)

"About

Oberlin upsets Scots

All-Ohi-o
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This weekend, amid weather that
mighfalmost be mistaken for the
approach of spring, runners were running, throwers were throwing and
Wooster came home with two fourth-plac- e

.

:

ill
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Team gearsfor
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;
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Johnson gave more thought to obtaining a medical w:aiver and coming back
for a fifth year and using a full year of
his final year of eligibility.

i

Johnson's main advice to the younger
players' at the helm has been to play to
their tempo. "I tell them to control
the game. That's what the point guards
should do," he said.
Johnson, however, has encouraged
the younger players to play their own
game. While Johnson is a very accomplished point guard in his own right, he
acknowledges that every player has to

!

basketball team is still in

All-NC-

tough," he said.
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ach

The men's
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season, or. lie could have
.surgery, .rehab and aim to Ik- back for
the second half of the season. Johnson
ii-
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Andrew
Vogel
sports Editor
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Championships

1

54-passen- -ger

'

T-shi-

rt.

co-sp- on

sored by the Wooster Activities Crew,
the Alumni Office, the Student
Government Association and the
Dean of Students Office.
"We're expecting a whole bus,
we're expecting at least 50 student

fans,"

said Jacobs.

"Because of financial limitations
we're sticking to one bus," he said
The reasons for taking a fan bus to
Wittenberg in Springfield, Ohio this
year are multiple. For one thing, even
though Wittenberg is out of the conference running, the game is still crucial for the Scots. A loss to
Wittenberg would be devastating to
the team's conference standing.
But the measure is also part of one
the SAAC's many service projects.
During halftime of the game, the
winner of the Wooster
vs.
Wittenberg blood drive will be

announced. The SAAC has previous
collaborated on a shoe drive for
underprivileged children, and an
adopt-a-chiChristmas project with
the Salvation Army.
As for the blood drive, Jacobs said
this will be only the first year of a
long tradition.
Next year, Wittenberg will come to
Wooster for the announcement of the
winners for the blood drive.
"It's gonna be a
tradition into the future," said Jacobs.
SAAC hopes that students will take
advantage of thi s uni'juc option. It
will give students an opportunity to
see the Scots on the road and experience the storied Wooster-Wittenberivalry from the other side.
It's yet another wrinkle to one of
the best small school rivalries in the
entire country.
ld

long-runni-

ng

rg
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thriller with Denison

Scots prepare for Witt after double-overtim-e
In the first overtime period, the Big
Red still held close and missed a long
shot at the end of the period to send
the game into a second overtime. In the
second overtime period, the Scots
finally pulled away for an exhausting
102-9-

89-8-

victory.

2

"HalloweH's shot couldn't have been
bigger. Because Ohio Wesleyan beat
9,
a Scot loss would
Wittenberg
have put the team in second place.
With Ohio Wesleyan's schedule the
rest of the way, against Earlham,
Allegheny and Oberlin, the Scots'
chances wouldn't have looked good.
While the Scots are far from out of the
woods, they still have a pulse.
Even if Ohio Wesleyan wins out and
remains tied with Wooster atop the
NCAC standings, the Scots would hold.
'
tiebreaker. While the
the
two teams split the season series,
NCAC rules dictate that in a two-wa- y
'tie, both team's records against the
team is the
conference's third-plaBecause
the Scots
second
with
Hiram
swept the season series
and Ohio Wesleyan split the series
with the Terriers, the Scots hold the
edge. If the team wins
NCAC
host 'the
out,
they'll
Tournament.
Wednesday's emotional win adds to
the magnitude of tomorrow's game
with Wittenberg.
Sitting two games out of first place
with three teams to catch in the standings, a regular season title seems out of
. reach for the Tigers. However, for the
Scots, the game couldn't have bigger
postseason implications. In this case,
they could clinch their fifth straight
regular season title and host the
NCAC Tournament on their home
a big
turf, the Timken Gymnasium
prize for a team that has played
markedly better at home.
While Wittenberg may be out of the
running for the regular season title,
they would like nothing more than to
knock the Scots out of contention.
While the Tigers will miss out on the
regular season title for the fifth
straight year, playing the spoiler and
ruining Wooster's chances would be a
fine consolation prize. Despite somewhat of a down year, Wittenberg will
not lack for motivation in this one.
Overall, in the rivalry, Wittenberg
Remarkably,
holds a slight edge, 50-4-3.
in these 93 games between the two
small schools, 40 of them have been
decided by five points or less.
When the team travels to
Springfield, Ohio tomorrow night, it
will likely be the biggest road atmosphere many of the young players have
83-5-

head-to-he-

...

'

.
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--

ce

tie-brea-

head-to-he-

Team captain Marty Bidwell '09 and the Scots survived quite
a scare from Denison (Photo courtesy Elena Dahl).
with 10:39 to go, they were tied 53-5-3
with a team they were supposed to be
Sports Editor
manhandling.
The Scots will travel to Springfield,
Things got worse for the Scots.
3,
Ohio tomorrow to renew their rivalry After tying the game
the Big
with Wittenberg University. The Red were able to take the lead and
Scots will go into the game with plenwhittle the game clock down to under
ty on the line. Had it not been for the a minute. By this point, every Scot fan
last minute heroics of forward Justin in attendance was at a loss for words.
Hallowell '12, tomorrow's game would The Scots were down 74-6-9
with 31
have been a little
seconds left. The team was about to
Denison University entered Timken
lose its shot at an NCAC title tp a team
Gymnasium on Wednesday as huge it had no business losing to.
underdogs. Some had predicted that
However, after Marty Bidwell '09
rs
Wednesday's matchup would be like drained a
with 14 secintramural
a
team
an
pitting
against
onds left, the Scots were able to pull
team.
better
it
For
or
worse,
top 25
within two. The Scots then promptly
was anything but.
fouled Chris Luther, who hadn't
When the Scots entered halftime missed from the free throw line all
with a 39-3-2 lead, many fans would night. The Scots needed Luther to
have acknowledged that it wasn't the
miss one of two to have a shot. Luther
most complete game the team had ever missed the first, but knocked down the
played. At the same time, none of- the
second. - 777 in attendance were too worried
With six seconds left, the Scots were
that the Big Red would knock the in a
situation. As time was
Scots out of the NCAC race right running down, Justin Hallowell '12
before the big showdown with heaved up a prayer from way downWittenberg.
town, estimated to be from 0 feet
The Big Red, however, missed the from the basket. The shot went in and
memo that they were supposed to be Timken Gymnasium absolutely went
the Scots' personal punching bag. The nuts. Hallowell had hit the biggest
Big red came out aggressively in the
shot of his career to send the game
second half. Before the Scots knew it,
into overtime at 7.
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53-5-

anti-climact-

ic.

three-pointe-

'

-

do-or-- die

28-3-

77-7-

ever experienced. While the team was
squeaker on
able to pull off an
7
Hiram's home floor last week, there
was only a road crowd of 1,050. There
will likely be around 2,500 fans in
Wittenberg's Pam Evans Smith Arena
tomorrow night. During Wooster's
last trip to Springfield, Ohio on Jan. 19,
2008, 2,438 were in attendance. The .
year before that, on Dec. 9, 2006, 2,920
attended. While the team's youngsters
have played important road games
before, this will likely be the most hostile crowd they've ever faced. Then
again, it's hard to imagine a higher
pressure situation than the one they
just faced two nights agao against
Denison.
If the Scots are to pull off a big road
win tomorrow night, they will need to
play well inside. During the win over
Hiram, the Scots lost the battle on the
34-2- 7.
glass, getting
Bryan Wickliffe '11 and reserve forward Greg Ross '12 will be key to controlling the glass.
Wickliffe has played well of late.
WickliiTe was very effective in the win
15
over Hiram, notching a season-hig- h
Wickliffe
On
Wednesday,
points.
bounced back from a slow first half to
notch 10 rebounds, many of which
came in crucial minutes down the
stretch. Without Wickliffe's presence
on the glass, the team wouldn't have
pulled off a comeback.
forward, will also
Ross, the first-ye- ar
play a critical role in the paint. Ross
filled in at times for Wickliffe against
Wabash and played stout defense,
holding his own against big men 20-3- 0

ker.

ad

:....
out-reboun-

ded

pounds heavier than he was. Jf Ross
can play well off the bench, it will take
some of the pressure off Wickliffe.
Many on the team also struggled
with foul trouble. Marty Bidwell '09,
lan Franks '11, Nathan Balch '11 and
Justin Hallowell '12 all picked up three
or more fouls in the game against
Hiram. Against Denison, six players
picked up three fouls or more. In a hos- tile environment, the team can ill
afford to have its key players sit on the
bench for periods of the game due to
foul trouble.
More likely than not, the Scots will
live and die by their outside shooting.
s,
Hallowell is
With 73
on pace to smash the school record for
three pointers in a season r James
Cooper "08 and Tom Port '07 both hit
season. While
78 during the 2006-0- 7
with ridiculous range
the 7 first-ye- ar
creates all kinds of match-u- p problems
on the perimeter, Franks, Balch, Matt
Fegan '12, Duistin Geitgey "10 and
Mike Evans '12 have all proven they
can shoot well from the outside.
rs
The team has made 210
this year at a 43 percent clip. If the
team is hot from the perimeter tomorrow night, the Tigers may well have to
play catch up. If the Scots don't hit
down early shots from the perimeter,
they will have to play well inside..
In this blood battle, there isn't any
love lost between the two teams. The
Scots will look to pull off another reg- ular season title, while the Tigers will
relish being the spoiler. The stakes
couldn't be higher. In this heated rivalry, that's nothing new.

.

three-pointer-

6--

three-pointe-

by Justin Hallowell "12 avoided what would have been
a devastating upset (Photo courtesy Elena Dahl).
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Swim team travels to Canton for NCAC Championships
Andrew Vogel

team experienced a bit of a dip in dual
meet action this year, going just 5
after going 2 last year...
They will be led by three juniors,
Eric Babbitt '10, Logan LaBerge '10
and Ryan Radtke'lO.
Babbitt has reached five championship heats in his career. Babbitt is
5--

Sports Editor
This weekend, the Wooster men's
and women's swimming teams will
take all the work they've done up to
this point and compete in the most
the
important meet of the season
North Coast Athletic Conference
rNCAC Championship.
This year, the Scots will host the
25th annual event, which takes place
at the C.T. Branin Natatorium in
Canton, Ohio. The event began yesterday, Thursday, Feb. 12 and continues
through Saturday, Feb. 14.
Kenyon College, a titan in both
men's and women's swimming, enters
the meet as the odds-o- n favorite to win
yet again. The men's team will be gunning for its 24th conference title in a
row. The team is no slouch on the
national level either, the team won 29
consecutive Div. Ill national titles.
That is the record for most National
Athletic
Association
Collegiate
national
of
championships
(NCAA)
in
any sport
any qualification.
The Scots, however, will do their
best to challenge the Lords. The men's

8--

third

seeded

in

the

50

freestyle

(21.28), 100 butterfly (51.37) and sixth
in the 200 butterfly (1:54.96). This
weekend, Babbitt will look to add to

his list of championship heats.
LaBerge will be a force to be reckoned with in the backstroke classification. He will challenge for conference

titles in the 100 backstroke and 200
backstroke and could also make an
impact in the 500 freestyle.
Radtke rounds out the men's trio of
talented juniors. Radtke's best classification is actually the 200 individual
medley, where his best time this year
was 1:57.90.
Andrew Olsen '09 is also expected
to reach the championship heat in the
200 breast and the 100 breast.
Other swimmers to watch will be
wy '11,
Brett Dawson '11, Adel
'1 1
Jon
and
Quiery
Brendan Horgan
in
will
the
100
'10. Dawson
compete
comwill
backstroke, while
pete in the 200 back, 100 back and 200
individual medley.
Horgan will compete in the 100 free
and the 200 free and Quiery will also
compete in the 200 free.
Last year, the men's streak of four
finishes was
straight fourth-plac- e
snapped as the team finished fifth. In
addition
to Kenyon, Denison
University is also a force to be reckoned with.
The women, who have finished third
nine times in the past 1 1 years, will
look to again finish in the top three of
El-A- da

El-Ada- wy

rit

"

r

,

-
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The swim team has been preparing all season .for thTNCAC
championships this weekend (Photo courtesy OPI).
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the conference. They will be led by
three newcomers to the NCAC
Championships, the Haug triplets
Melissa Haug '12, Priscilla Haug '12
and Rebecca Haug '12. The three sisters have learned quickly and are
arguably the team's three top swim'
mers.
Melissa will compete in the 100 fly,
200 individual medley and 200 fly.
Priscilla will have an influence in the
200 back, 400 individual medley and
500 free. Rebecca will compete in both
the 200 and 400 individual medleys.
In addition to the three youngsters,
the team will be also be led by veteran
leaders Molly Bittner '09 and Meggie
Edwards '09. Bittner and Edwards
will both compete in the 50 freestyle
and
100
freestyle.
Tamari
Farquharson ' 1 1 will also compete in
these events.
Edwards, though, looks to have
evenmore of an impact in the backstroke. She is a previous
in theJOO backstroke. May Tobar '11
will also compete in this event.
The championship began yesterday
at 10 a.m. and continue today. Every
night, the finals are slated for 6:30 p.m.
All-Ameri-

3

5

Percentage of the
games between Wooster and Wittenberg
that have been decided by five points or
less. In the 93 games
between the two
teams, 40 have been
decided by the
margin.
five-poi- nt

.

against
Wins
Wooster for the
Wittenberg Tigers.
The Scots have won
43. The two teams
have split the last
four meetings between the two teams.
all-ti-

me

can

e
victories by
the Wittenberg basprogram,
ketball
first in Div. III.
Wooster currently
sits second
with 1,489.

All-tim-

all-tim-

e,

Estimated distance of
HalloweH's
game-tyin- g
three against
Denison. Hallowell's
30-fo- ot

three-point-

er

tied the game and
saved the
Scots'
chances of winning
the NCAC regular
season title.

